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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method that gives user/s of the exercise apparatus, a 
choice of exercise events that uses data generated in 
response to a dynamically engaging event, being performed 
or performed earlier on any apparatus. The participant/s 
have the option of participating in local, inter-group, and 
global exercise events. The users may have the choice of 
participating in exercise events, based on using raW or PAP 
data. From the access point, users Will signup using (SAID), 
(FM), (ECSL); select an exercise event for competition or 
regular Workout, using (ECES), and sampling studies, using 
(FELTS). The exercise data generated Will be collected 
(DCAT), and sent for processing, analyzing and out putting, 
to application, database, and Web servers such as LAS, 
LDBS, GAS, GDBS, GWS, and Server Banks. The results 
of the interactive exercise events Will be posted at main Web 
page and other Web sites. The sampling data and other 
statistical data generated from the events Will be shared With 
groups and other interested agencies. 
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FIGURE 1 
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FIGURE 2 
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SYSTEM AND A METHOD FOR PROVIDING AN 
ENVIRONMENT FOR ORGANIZING 

INTERACTIVE X EVENTS FOR USERS OF 
EXERCISE APPARATUS 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001] The present application is a continuation-in-part 
application of US. patent application, Ser. No. Docket 
Number HK08180401, ?led Aug. 24, 2004, for GLOBAL 
FITNESS CHALLENGE ONLINE, by Harish Kumar, 
included by reference herein and for Which bene?t of the 
priority date is hereby claimed. 

[0002] In the previous application, the subject matter is 
same except it discusses lot of details about the technology 
and data transfer, collecting devices, and less about the type 
of ?tness competitions, and interactive exercise events. So, 
We feel that We need to elaborate more on the type of 
competitions and the broader scope that Was presented 
previously. We are treating this as our neW application 
because of some neW subject matter, neW title, and more 
descriptive nature of the content in the menu of choices for 
different category of competitions. In the neW application, 
there is also presentation of neW material on mass sampling 
of exercise events, and recording cardio and other physi 
ological changes caused by changs in the environment and 
varying exercise parameters. 

[0003] There are some changes in the FIGS. 1 through 5 
and some ornamental changes in placing some of the ele 
ments. The basic invention idea is same but With feW neW 
elements added. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0004] The present invention relates to a system for orga 
niZing exercise events in Which participants can interact, 
engage, improve and compare their physical conditioning, in 
relation to others, using exercise data generated from a 
dynamic interaction With the exercise appratus or even With 
arcade games. In particular, this process, that can (1) provide 
an option of using raW exercise data or PAP data; (2) give 
choice of engaging in different types of individual and group 
exercise events; (3) provide an environment for a Wide range 
of standard and proprietary competitions; (4) give people 
and groups, a choice of compairing data generated from any 
type of dynamic interaction, betWeen people or betWeen 
people and exercise apparatus; (5) evaluate and analyZe 
individual and groups’ physical conditioning as compared to 
other individuals and groups, (6) provide health care pro 
fessionals and other organiZations an access to a vast sam 

pling model and resources; and (7) compare, monitor, track, 
measure, and record any physiological changes in the car 
diovascular data, caused by variations in foods consumed 
before the exercise event, Warm up time, Warm up rate, 
increase or decrease of physical stresss level, and by chang 
ing the surroundings. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0005] People love to compete and challenge each other in 
every aspect of their lives. Wheather it is education, sports, 
or the material things We possess. We may be able to 
challenge ourselves physically, but until and unless We 
compete head on With our peers, We Will not be able to 
enhance our performance or reach our pinnacle. Currently, 
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there are no environments Where people can go and compete 
against each other, or one group of people such as, students 
of one university, compare or compete their physical con 
ditioning, With other group of students. There is no chal 
lenging environment Where a father, mother, and children 
can compare their exercise data With each other, Without 
giving any family member an advantage over the other 
family member. 

[0006] There is no mass stastical system in place, Which 
Will let users from all over the globe, generate synchronous 
as Well as asynchronous exercise data, for mass sampling 
purposes. There has been talk about effects on cardio system 
due to changes in diet ot other factors. No one, to our 
knoWledge, has created an environment, Where thousands 
and thousands of people, can participate in studying effects 
on the physiological aspects of our bodies by changing 
certain factors such as: (1) increasing body resistance after 
5 minutes of Warm up verses 15 minutes of Warm up; (2) 
increasing or decreasing rate of Walking/jogging speed, 
during the Warm up phase; (3) effects of Warming up for 
different durations, before starting a regular routine, on the 
heart conditioning; (4) the effect of consuming different 
foods on the cardio output; (5) effects of surroundings on the 
cardio conditioning and output, during the Warm up phase, 
normal phase; (6) effects of exercising, at different times of 
the day, on individual cardio strength and output; (7) effects 
on individual cardio output at varying altitude and tempera 
ture levels. 

[0007] To help solve these problems, We have created a 
challenging environment, called “Interactive X Events”, 
Where people can sign-up to compete and analyZe their 
cardio conditioning under different conditions and environ 
ments. Using this broad platform, from the gyms, Work 
places, schools, of?ces, public agencies, and other countries, 
people can compete against each other, compete against 
other groups, or just participate in mass sampling studies 
conducted by any agencies such as health professionals and 
researchers. They can monitor their oWn cardio output by 
changing parameters as discussed above. This system Will 
also provide a virtual environment for users to compare, 
compete and track their performance against their peers, 
groups, and other exercise enthusiasts. Besides seeing hoW 
they fair against other users, the users Will be able to monitor 
in real time, their statistics such as: Cardio Strength, Endur 
ance, total calories burned, calories burned per unit Weight, 
total altitude gained, calories burned/feet of altitude 
climbed, distance travelled, distance travelled/unit calorie 
burned, heart rate, calories burned/avg heart rate, Weight 
loss, avg heart rate/unit Weight, Weight lifted/unit Weight, 
Weight lifted/calorie burned, total aggregate Weight moved/ 
unit Weight and lots of other possible combinations. 

[0008] To our knoWledge there are no products, similar to 
What is being, marketed or used, in this type of environment 
presented in this application. There are some Web based 
applications and products Which Will keep track of the 
calories burned and other personal data. But these Web based 
applications are just storing personal information and do not 
offer any real time competittive environment. There is a 
company called ‘bodymedia.com’ Which manages the per 
sonal information but do not offer the competitive user 
environment as presented in this invention. As a matter of 
fact, We may be using some of Body Media’s devices to ?t 
into our environment. 
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[0009] There is another company With the patent number 
US. Pat. No. 6,749,536, exercising using a public commu 
nication network. 

[0010] There is one more company With the US. Pat. No. 
5,916,063, portable memory system and method for provid 
ing customiZed training program. 

[0011] There is another company With US. Pat. No. 
5,937,387 for selecting a customized Wellness plan. 

[0012] I have also submitted another application in this 
matter on Aug. 23, 2004 under a different title “Global 
Fitness Challenge Online,” docket number (HK08180401), 
and We are attaching a copy of that application. In that 
application, the subject matter is same except it discusses lot 
of details about the technology and less about the type of 
interactive events and ?tness competitions. So, We feel that 
We need to elaborate more on the type of exercise events, 
competitions, and the mass sampling of cardio and other 
?tness data, and also the broader scope of the previous 
application that Was presented previously. We are treating 
this as our neW application because of some neW subject 
matter, neW title, and more descriptive nature of the content 
in the menu of choices for different category of competi 
tions. 

[0013] The above mentioned patents and other monitoring 
equipment available today, are not offering any exercise 
events, ?tness challenge events based on PAP factor data, or 
raW exercise data. They are not presenting or offering any 
broader environment that speci?cally solves the problem, 
for individuals and groups, interested in competing, and 
comparing their physical conditioning, With other individu 
als and groups. The above mentioned patents do not offer 
any Way of veri?cation, authentication and identi?cation of 
personal data. There is no competitive environment existing 
today, in the physical exercise competitions and compari 
sons, that lets people of different Weights, physical dimen 
sions, age and sex, compete With each other, bringing them 
to the same platform and base level. These other patents do 
not offer a mass sampling environment, as discussed here, 
and also do not offer any solution for people to monitor 
physiological changes caused by varying parameters and 
other factors, that have an effect on the cardiovascular 
output. 
[0014] It is therefore an object of the invention to intro 
duce a structure for interactive exercise events, ?tness 
events, and challenging environment, refered to as ‘Interac 
tive X events’ for the users of exercise apparatus, in a 
connected and unconnected format. 

[0015] It is another object of the invention to present 
exercise events in a challenging and/or unchallenging envi 
ronment, for individuals, and groups. 

[0016] It is another object of the invention to offer variety 
of unconventional and conventional exercise events, for 
statistical and comparison purposes, for diverse range of 
people. 
[0017] It is another object of the invention to offer syn 
chronous and asynchronous exercise events globally. 

[0018] It is another object of the invention to offer local, 
inter/intra group, and global exercise events. 

[0019] It is another object of the invention to present a 
real-time, internet/netWork based comparison environment, 
for the users of the exercise apparatus. 
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[0020] It is another object of the invention to provide a 
global environment for organiZing, synchronous and asyn 
chronous studies, for analysing physiological changes 
brought on by varying exercise environment and parameters. 

[0021] It is another object of the invention to share and 
communicate effects of environment on physiological 
changes. 

[0022] It is another object of the invention to analyZe, 
individual and groups cardio data, effected by, changing 
exercise environment and other parameters. 

[0023] It is another object of the invention to provide 
environment for interactive exercise events based on PAP 
data, raW exercise data, and also provide an environment for 
people to monitor, and change exercise routines based on the 
feed back from exercise events performed previously, under 
different exercise parameters. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0024] In accordance With the present invention, there is 
provided a method that gives user/s of the exercise appara 
tus, a choice of exercise events that uses data generated in 
response to a dynamically engaging event, being performed 
or performed earlier on any apparatus. The participant/s 
have the option of participating in local, inter-group, and 
global exercise events. The users may have the choice of 
participating in exercise events, based on using raW or PAP 
data. From the access point, users Will signup using (SAID), 
(FM), (ECSL); select an exercise event for competition or 
regular Workout, using (ECES), and sampling studies, using 
(FELTS). The exercise data generated Will be collected 
(DCAT), and sent for processing, analyZing and out putting, 
to application, database, and Web servers such as LAS, 
LDBS, GAS, GDBS, GWS, and Server Banks. The results 
of the interactive exercise events Will be posted at main Web 
page and other Web sites. The sampling data and other 
statistical data generated from the events Will be shared With 
groups and other interested agencies. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0025] A complete understanding of the present invention 
may be obtained by reference to the accompanying draW 
ings, When considered in conjunction With the subsequent, 
detailed description, in Which: 

[0026] FIG. 1 is an overall vieW of an environment 
shoWing one of the embodiments, for organiZing and execut 
ing, interactive X events under our “Interactive X events” 
system, as shoWn here in accordance With the invention; 

[0027] FIG. 2 is a local x events vieW of an environment 
shoWing one of the embodiments, for organiZing and execut 
ing, Local X Events under our “Interactive X events,” 
system, as shoWn here in accordance With the invention; 

[0028] FIG. 4 is a global x events vieW of an environment 
shoWing, one of the preferred embodiment, for organiZing 
and executing, Interactive X Events under our “Interactive X 
events,” system, as shoWn here in accordance With the 
invention; 

[0029] FIG. 5 is a sign-up logic vieW of an one embodi 
ment of our “Interactive X events,” system, as shoWn here 
in accordance With the invention; 
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[0030] FIG. 3 is an inter/intra group X events vieW of an 
environment showing one of the embodiments of organiZng 
and executing, Inter/Intra Group X Events under our “Inter 
active X events,” system, as shoWn here in accordance With 
the invention; 

[0031] FIG. 6 is an unintegrated X events vieW of an 
another embodiment of organiZing Unintegrated X Events 
under our “Interactive X events,” system, as shoWn here in 
accordance With our invention; and 

[0032] FIG. 7 is an expanded vieW of a data transfering 
from ECSL to FELTS to PAP Event selector. 

[0033] For purposes of clarity and brevity, like elements 
and components Will bear the same designations and num 
bering throughout the FIGURES. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

[0034] The “Interactive X events”10 system is very much 
similar in features and functionality, as originally submitted 
per previous application and Which Was received in USPTO 
Patent of?ce, on Aug. 24, 2004, Docket Number 
HK08180401. The proof of this last application is enclosed. 

[0035] Structurally, there are very feW differences in this 
neW application, compared to the previous application. 
There are feW cosmetic differences and some differences in 
the description of some of the key elements of the draWings. 
Enclosed are layouts of the FIGS. 1 through 5, With very 
slight differences compared to the previously submitted 
diagrams. After submitting the ?rst application, it Was 
realiZed that I did not elaborate on couple of key elements 
of the invention. So it Was decided to explain some of those 
key elements in detail. It Was also realiZed that I needed to 
add feW more of the elements for a clearer explaination, 
Which is very obvious, When you look and compare to the 
previous draWings that Were submitted. 

[0036] I Will be explaining in great detail the description 
of all neW additions and if need be, I Will also explain some 
of the affected elements and any changes in the cosmetics of 
the invention. 

[0037] FIG. 1 is very similar to the one submitted previ 
ously With the exception of the folloWing differences: 

[0038] “Interactive X Events”10. It is an exercise envi 
ronment, Where people from anyWhere in the World, can 
participate; using exercise apparatus, arcade games, or any 
other similar devices capable of generating and simulating 
exercise events, or simulating any physical activity data. The 
exercise apparatus and devices, could be any gym equip 
ment, used for Workout, testing humans, or used in an 
environment capable of simulating human activities. Such 
devices may be part of rehab centers, research facilities, 
?tness equipment manufacturers, educational institutions, 
government agencies, laW enforcement centers. Essentially 
any environment that has devices that are used for monitor 
ing physical activity data. The apparatus could be resident in 
entertainment centers, casinos and any similar environ 
ments. 

[0039] The exercise data, or data generated from enter 
taining activities, may be used for various purposes and 
some of these are de?ned in the folloWing sections. FeW of 
the popular uses of this system are described here, such as, 
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compairing exercise data; gyms and similar bodies, setting 
up local, group, and global competitions; group competi 
tions betWeen similar groups and betWeen diverse groups; 
sampling of exercise data, generated by the users of exercise 
apparatus; health care professionals, for analyZing cardio 
related data; institutions doing research in humans, medi 
cines; food companies; exercise machine manufacturers; 
and casinos for organiZing bets etc. 

[0040] There are different Ways of designing this system. 
Some of the embodiments, are shoWn in this application. 
This system may become a part and parcel of exercise 
machine manufacturers. The manufacturers may start to 
integrate, some or all of the elements in the logic of their 
apparatus. The apparatus manufacturers, may also start to 
design different type of apparatus, With intense Workout after 
they analyZe the global data generated, everyday, by the 
users. 

[0041] For the resistance machines to Work in this envi 
ronment, there Will be feW modi?cations required before 
these machines can be used. 

[0042] For this system to Work in global environment 
ef?ciently, there Will be very complex and data intensive 
hardWare, softWare and communication devices required. 
But for local exercise events, this may be accomplished by 
using, not so poWerful system. 

[0043] The output of the events Will depend on hoW and 
Who is participating. 

[0044] “FELTS”17 module Stands for Food, Load, Time, 
Speed. Selecting any of these functions “FELTS”17, the 
exercise data Will record physiological changes that occurs 
in a persons heart rate and cardio output. This Will facilitate 
mass sampling of the study groups. Under this system, there 
may be thousands and thousands of people from different 
regions, and cultures, participating in the real time, synchro 
nous and asynchronous, studies. This Will provide tremen 
dous bene?ts to the research groups, study groups and health 
care professionals. There could be sampling taken on a daily 
basis, and the exercise data and cardio data generated of 
thousands of individuals and groups, Will contribute to a 
better understanding of hoW the cardio functioning is 
affected by changes and also, Within different cultures, these 
parameter changes Will give a better understanding for the 
medical community. There may be research done on various 
blood groups and seeing hoW these blood groups respond to 
the environment and parameter changes. There may be 
thousands of Ways these parameters can be changed and 
different type of studies can be conducted, using different 
people, foods, environment, altitude, intensity, time of the 
day, seasons, and numerous possible Ways. All these param 
eters are user de?nable and based on personal preference of 
the researchers, individuals, and groups conducting studies 
for statistical analysis or other useful Ways. 

[0045] F, is the food related parameter, this Will record 
changes caused by consumming different type of foods, such 
as high carb, high fat, high protein diets before commencing 
any exercise activity. There may be variations among the the 
type of foods consummed such as an example, a high carbo 
diet, may substitute from pure carbonated beverages to fruit 
juices, and measure differences in the cardio output and 
conditioning. 
[0046] E, is the exercise related parameter. the function of 
this parameter is to monitor and record any cardio changes, 
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caused by varying, the frequency of exercise, of the partici 
pant. As an example, participant A may exercise daily for 
certain duration of time and number of days, and then 
stopping for a 

[0047] L, is the load parameter, this Will record changes to 
the cardio functioning based on physical stress exerted on 
the person. This could be a simple load the individual is 
carrying or the load could be in the form of climbing up hill 
on a treadmill, or climbing stairs. The purpose of this load 
is to record hoW the cardio condition is effected, if the load 
is put on the Warm up phase after 5 minutes or load is exerted 
after 15 minutes. These intervals can be changed on a daily 
basis or changed based on other factors or study groups. 

[0048] T, is the time study parameter. This Will alooW 
people to do Warm ups for different intervals, and see its 
effect on the cardio functioning and cardio output during a 
normal Workout or exercise session. Warm up time may be 
any duration of time, depending on the individual and the 
groups. Users may also see the cardio results, by doing Warm 
up and Workouts during different times of the day, or season. 

[0049] S, is the speed parameter. This Will alloW people to 
Warm up at different rate of speeds to see its effects on the 
cardio conditioning and output during the normal Workouts. 

[0050] As an example, someone can Warm up at 2 miles/ 
hour for 5 minutes at Zero incline With empty stomach, 
before starting a normal Workout session at 5 miles per hour 
and record cardio output data. Then next day at the same 
time, perform 10 minutes of Warm up at 2 miles per hour, at 
Zero incline and empty stomach, before starting a normal 
Workout session and then record the cardio output data. So 
the user can continue experimenting changing all the param 
eters and see hoW it effected its cardio functioning. 

[0051] One can see there are numerous possibilities of 
selecting different parameters, there can be very interesting 
outcome after all kinds of studies or exercises are performed 
using these type of parameters 

[0052] One can organiZe exercise events, comparisons, 
and competitions using any of the parameter settings, or a 
combination of parameter settings. As an example, an com 
petition event may be organiZed for all the ?remen living in 
a city A. The “FELTS”17, parameters for the competition 
event, may be de?ned as No food, Incline of 15 on a 
treadmill, Warm up time of 5 minutes at a speed of 3 
miles/hour. 

[0053] “ECSL Module”23: Stands for Exercise Compari 
son Selector Logic. This module Will alloW users to make a 
decision betWeen, doing a “Workout”71, verses doing a 
“comparison”18 or “competition”16 Workout. What ever 
user decides to do, a normal Workout session or a compe 
tition, this information Will be communicated to the other 
components of this system. This module may be an integral 
part of “SAID Module”22 or other modules of this Interac 
tive X events system. 

[0054] “PAP Event Selector”14: This module Will alloW 
the user to choose betWeen our proprietary “PAP Data”72 
based exercise events or events based on “raW data”73. 
There may be different Ways of deriving PAP data. For 
people of different Weights, participating in same exercise 
events, the raW data Will be divided by the Weight of the 
person. In certain cases, the raW exercise data Will be divided 
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by ‘group Weight’ of the group, if event is based on a 
collective group effort, such as, cardio strength of a group of 
?remen verses another group of ?remen. In some events, the 
raW data may be divided by other physical characteristics of 
the individuals or groups. 

[0055] This device may be an integral part of any of the 
components of Interactive X events system. It may also be 
a separate device residing in the gym and communicating 
With other components and modules discussed here. 

[0056] “ECES Selector Module”25: Stands for Exercise 
and Challenge Event Selector. Users can make a selection 
for the type of comparison, competition, and standard exer 
cise they Want to participate in. Based on PAP data and raW 
data, there are hundreds of exercise options that are available 
to participants. Some of the choices available to the partici 
pants Will depend on the entity and groups that are organiZ 
ing these events. Some of the numerous combinations of 
events and exercises based on PAP Factor Data and RaW 
data are described beloW. 

[0057] A Calories burned/pound of body Weight (30 min 
Workout) 
[0058] B Calories burned/minute (30 min Workout) 

[0059] C Calories burned/avg heart beat (30 min Workout) 

[0060] D Avg. Heart beat/(A) (30 min Workout) 
[0061] E Total Heart Beat/pound of body Weight (30 min 
Workout) 
[0062] F Heart Beat/Calorie burned 

[0063] G Total heart beats (30 min Workout) 

[0064] H Total Calories burned/feet climbed (60 minute) 

[0065] I Calories burned/distance traveled (60 minute) 

[0066] J Total calories burned (30 minutes) 

[0067] K Total Distance travelled (30 minutes) 

[0068] L Cardio Strength (5 minute) Weight/Avg heart 
beat 

[0069] M Cardio Endurance (30 min) Weight/Avg Heart 
Beat 

[0070] N Muscle Strength Max Weight lifted/pound of 
body Weight (Biceps Class) 
[0071] O Endurance Total Weight lifted/pound of body 
Weight (Biceps Class) 

[0072] 
[0073] 
[0074] 
[0075] 
[0076] T Most consistent performer in Calories burned 
class (30 days), (90 Days), (One Year) 
[0077] U Calories Burned/Pound of body Weight (30 
days), (90 Days), (One Year) 
[0078] V Calories Burned/minute of avg heart beat, 30 
min class (30 days), (90 Days), (One Year) 
[0079] W Distance Travelled/pound of body Weight (30 
min) (30 days), (90 Days), (One Year) 

P Most Improved in Cardio Strength 

Q Most Improved in Cardio Endurance 

R Overall Dramatic Improvement 

S Weakening Cardio Strength Class 
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[0080] X Distance Walked/Avg. Heart Beat (30 min) 

[0081] Y Fastest Speed/pound of body Weight (30 min) 

[0082] Z Stairs climbed X pound of Weight (30 min) 

[0083] AA Group Cardio Endurance 

[0084] BB Group Cardio Strength 

[0085] As can be seen, there are numerous combination of 
exercise classes that can be introduced. Some of the indi 
vidual gyms may prefer one group of exercises over other 
groups. Some groups may Want to compare and compete in 
events that suit their professional needs. 

[0086] Some groups, such as ?remen, may organiZe com 
petitions Within their oWn groups, to test the skills needed in 
their profession. And there are numerous professional 
groups, bodies, and affiliations, that may conduct events, 
based on their needs. 

[0087] “ECES Selector Module”25, may be a separate 
physical unit or an integral part of one of the components of 
Interactive X events system, such as “FM”24, or may reside 
in a combination of different components and other modules 
of this system. 

[0088] “Data Link”11 module is a device communicating 
data With the program logic of the exercise system and 
“FM”24 and other communicating devices. The overall 
diagram shoWs, in one of the embodiments hoW different 
sections of the Interactive X events system are Working 
together. “Access Point”12, “Internet/Widenet”13, “Infra 
structure”15, “Local Events”21, and “Group Events”34. 

[0089] Other components of the FIG. 1 are same as in 
previously submitted application. 

[0090] A letter ‘X’ Where ever mentioned, means exercise. 

[0091] “SAID Module”22, It is similar in functionality to 
the SAIL module of the previous application, that Was 
shoWn in the FIG. 2 of previous application. This module 
Will perform signing-up function for the users so that they 
can participate in the 

[0092] Interactive X events events. During the signing-up 
process, it Will verify and authenticate users data and iden 
tity. This device may be integrated into “ECSL Module”23, 
“ECES Selector Module”25, “DCAT”26, “FM”24 or sit as a 
separate device in the Gym. Certain locations may employ 
physical means to perform “SAID Module”22 functions. 
There are different technologies available that can be used to 
make these “SAID” devices, eg using Wireless, smart cards, 
barcode, ?ash memory cards, blueberry, bluetooth, bio 
metric, radio, java based such as J2ME or similar platforms. 
Unless the user has clearance from the “SAID”, the person 
Will not be alloWed to access Interactive X events system. 
This unit Will send a logical ‘yes’ or some id number, as an 
af?rmative signal to the ?tness machines or other data 
modules modules, then only the user Will be able to log in 
and participate. 

[0093] The “Client Sign-up Logic”5050 as shoWn in FIG. 
5, is also part of “SAID” module. This is one of the many 
Ways this sign-up logic can be performed. This logic Will be 
part of any of the sign-up modules and devices such as 
“ECSL Module”23, “ECES Selector Module”25, 
“DCAT”26, or “FM”24. 
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[0094] FIG. 2 is similar in functionality but With feW 
differences in the Way data is communicated and routed. In 
the previous application, the data Was going from SAIL 
module to ?tness machines/DCAT module. And then it Was 
sent to the “LAS”27 

[0095] In the neW FIG. 2, there is an access point added 
in the ?gure, it’s just a cosmetic change. The ‘SAIL’ module 
is noW being referred to as “SAID Module”22, again a 
cosmetic change. The “MODE”29 module is being referred 
to as “MODE”29, again just a cosmetic change. 

[0096] There are tWo neW modules “ECSL Module”23, 
and “ECES Selector Module”25. The function of these is 
explained in the previous paragraph of this application. The 
need to add these modules are based on the fact that in the 
previous application, the key function of this invention Was 
not properly explained in layman’s terms. It Was assumed 
that may be, it doesn’t need to be explained as it Was going 
to be the part of “SAIL” and Local Application Server 
Logic. But after thinking, it Was decided that this needs to be 
explained in more detail. So, to explain it better, it is felt that 
this needs to be broken into tWo different modules for giving 
more logical steps and explaining. 

[0097] As explained in earlier, these “ECSL Module”23, 
and “ECES Selector Module”25 modules, may be an inte 
grated into ?tness machines, or other components of this 
exercise system, as it Was explained in our previous appli 
cation. 

[0098] “SAID Module”22 has the same functionality of 
‘SAIL’ as in the previous application. Instead of ‘SAIL’ 
communicating With “FM”24 and “DCAT”26 modules, 
“SAID Module”22 noW communicates With “ECSL Mod 
ule”23, “FM”24, “ECES Selector Module”25, and 
“DCAT”26 modules. The rest of the communications are 
same as explained in the previous application. 

[0099] The Client Sign-up Logic as shoWn in FIG. 5, is 
also part of FIG. 2. This is one of the many Ways this 
sign-up logic can be performed. This logic Will be part of 
any of the sign-up modules and devices such as “SAID 
Module”22, “DCAT”26, “ECSL Module”23, “ECES Selec 
tor Module”25 or “FM”24. 

[0100] “FM”24 is same as described in previous applica 
tion except noW it communicates With tWo more modules 
“ECES Selector Module”25, “ECSL Module”23, and 
“SAID Module”22 instead of SAIL’ devices. Rest of the 
functionality is same as explained in the previous applica 
tion. 

[0101] In the previous application “DCAT”26 module Was 
communicating With “FM”24, ‘SAIL’, and “LAS”27, and 
noW in the neW application, it is communicating With 
“FM”24, “ECES Selector Module”25, “ECSL Module”23, 
“SAID” and “LAS”27 modules instead. So, Where ever it 
mentions “FM”24, “SAIL” and “LAS”27, noW it means 
“FM”24, “SAID”, “ECSL module’, “ECES Selector Mod 
ule”25 and “LAS”27 modules. Every other function is same 
as in previous application. 

[0102] The “LAS”27, main difference betWeen the previ 
ous and neW application is, that instead of communicating 
data With ‘FM and DCAT modules’, noW it communicates 
data With ‘FM, ECSL, ECES, SAID, and DCAT modules’. 
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Also, instead of communicating data With ‘LDL’, noW it is 
communicating With ‘MODE”. These are just the cosmetic 
differences. 

[0103] Also Where it refers to communicating With ‘“FM” 
and “DCAT’” and SAIL, noW it communicates With 
“FM”2424, “ECES Selector Module”2525, “DCAT’” and 
‘“SAID”, “ECSLmodule’” modules. 

[0104] “LDBS”28, same functionality as in the previous 
application. 
[0105] MODE, is a display used for displaying informa 
tion Within our Interactive X events system. Same function 
ality as ‘LDL’ mentioned in the previous application. 

[0106] FIG. 3 is a typical Inter/Intra “Group X Events”30 
environment. In the previous application the functionality of 
various components Was discussed. But in this neW appli 
cation, the various group formations are shoWn. Other then 
this, there is no difference betWeen the previous and neW 
application. There are some cosmetic differences, instead of 
‘LDL Displays’, noW it is called “GOD”38 devices. Also, 
instead of shoWing local application and Web server as one 
unit, in the neW application, it is shoWn as tWo separate units 
With same functionality. The functionality of “GWS”35, 
“GAS”36, and “GDBS”37 is same as mentioned in previous 
application. 
[0107] We are shoWing as an example of a “Group of 
Firemen” city A as part of a bigger group of “Group of 
Firemen”39 in a state A‘. Also shoWn are “Group of UC 
Davis students’ as part of a bigger group of “Group of UC 
in California”31. The meaning of groups is very ?exible and 
it can be a collection of people Working in the same industry, 
public safety of?ces, universities, state employees, laW 
enforcement agencies, countries, group of countries, conti 
nental groups, just to name a feW. These group formations 
are user de?nable and ?exible. 

[0108] The groups can organiZe their oWn events as it suits 
them. There is no guidelines as Which type of exercise events 
that can be de?ned and organiZed. In the FIG. 3, all the 
groups shoWn are just to give an example. The groups may 
use the events as organiZed by the Interactive X events, or 
the events may be customiZed for them, for their particular 
groups and requirements. 

[0109] “GWS”35, and “Web Site”19, Will have informa 
tion of all the events. It Will alloW users, groups to have links 
to their oWn Web sites. The Interactive X events system Will 
also custom built sites for the groups, so that the Web site 
displays custom information as required by these individual 
groups. 

[0110] FIG. 4 is a Global Network of a typical integrated 
environment of our “Interactive X events”10. The function 
ality of this is similar to What Was presented in the previous 
application. The FIG. 4, even though looks different, is 
accomplishing same functions. Most of the differences are 
cosmetic, such as a neW description of “Server Banks”44, 
also a “Main Web Page”46, and output devices are called 
“GOD”38 instead of ‘GDL” in the previous application. 

[0111] The neW FIG. 4, one of the embodiments, focuses 
more on hoW the various “global X events” and Local X 
Events 20, function in “Global Environment”42, connecting 
countries, and continental events. These “global X events” 
may be organiZed by anyone Who is interested or any of the 
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professional organiZations and bodies. The “Global X 
Event”40 may be custom events as requested by certain 
organiZations or may be one of the Interactive X events 
regularly scheduled events. 

[0112] FIG. 5 is same functionality as per the previous 
application With a slight difference in the logic. 

[0113] FIG. 6 is same as in previously submitted appli 
cation, shoWing one of the embodiments of “Uninte 
grated”60 setup, With certain components such as “Data 
Module”61 and “Computational Device”62 

[0114] FIG. 7 is expanded vieW of the data path betWeen 
“ECSL module”23, “FELTS”17, “PAP Event Selector”14. It 
lets you select betWeen “PAP Data”72 and “RaW Data”73. 
This decision module may be integrated into one or more 
modules, With built in logic for all “SAID”, “ECSL Mod 
ule”23, “FM”24, and “ECES Selector Module”25. This 
module is part of all the ?gures from 1 through 6, impli 
cidely, Wheather mentioned or not. 

[0115] All the ?gures, may not shoW certain control mod 
ules, as in FIG. 1, “PAP Events Selector” is not shoWn but 
it is an integral part of the system; in FIG. 3 & FIG. 4, there 
is more emphasis on shoWing different groups participation, 
but part of the exercise event logic is same as shoWn in FIG. 
2. FIG. 2 is a building block for all of the ?gures, except 
FIG. 7. Also added is a FIG. 3a for illustration purposes. 

[0116] In all of the application, exercise means any user 
Working out on any of the exercise or ?tness machines and 
producing cardio-vascular data, Work-out data such as pulse, 
calories burned, distance Walked, Weight lifted, stairs 
climbed, Weight moved or lifted, using resistance machines, 
or any future generation exercise machines capable of neWer 
exercise routines such as jumping, boxing, pedalling, bicy 
cling, roWing, pushing, pulling, sliding, and sWinging etc. 

[0117] Data refers to personal data and/or exercise data, 
Work out data. 

[0118] X refers to exercise, and Workout. 

[0119] Event refers to any exercise event, exercise com 
petition, 

[0120] Exercise event refers to any Workout done on 
exercise apparatus 

[0121] Exercise Machine refers to exercise apparatus 

[0122] Exercise data refers to data generated by the user, 
While Working or Worked on the exercise apparatus 

[0123] Interactive x events, refer to all events mentioned 
here or otherWise. 

[0124] Since other modi?cations and changes varied to ?t 
particular operating requirements and environments Will be 
apparent to those skilled in the art, the invention is not 
considered limited to the example chosen for purposes of 
disclosure, and covers all changes and modi?cations Which 
do not constitute departures from the true spirit and scope of 
this invention. 

[0125] Having thus described the invention, What is 
desired to be protected by Letters Patent is presented in the 
subsequently appended claims. 
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What is claimed is: means for providing and storing user, and exercise data, 
1. A system and a method for providing an environment logically connected to said means for executing pro 

for organiZing interactive X events for users of exercise gramming logic and processing exercise data, shoWn as 
apparatus for facilititating and motivating people, to partici- in one of the embodiments, in FIG. 2; 
pate in interactive exercise events, using exercise apparatus _ _ 
Comprising: means for organizing group x events between groups, as 

shoWn here in one of the embodiments in FIG. 3; 
means for organiZing global interactive exercise events; _ _ _ 

means for executing program logic and processing exer 
means for alloWing users to choose different exercise Cise data; 

functions, such as exercise data comparison, competi 
tion, Workout session, and participation in exercise data means for Storing and Providing user information and 
Sampling Sessions; exercise data, as shoWn here in one of the con?gura 

_ _ _ _ tions of interactive x events, logically connected to said 

means for users to be able to participate in data compar1- means for executing program logic and processing 
Son funcnon; exercise data; 

mean” ,for allowmg user/ to pamclpate 1n exerclse Com‘ means for providing a Web environment for interactive x 
petmOn/S’ uslng exerclse apparatus data; events, as shoWn in FIG. 3, logically connected to said 

means for alloWing user/s to participate in Workout ses- means for Storing and providing user information and 
sion, using exercise apparatus; exercise data, as shoWn here in one of the con?gura 

tions of interactive x events, and logically connected to 
said means for executing program logic and processing 
exercise data; 

means for alloWing user/s to choose betWeen “pap data” 
based events and “raW data based” events; 

means for user/s to participate in exercise apparatus based _ 1, means for user/s to be able to participate in global x 
events, using “pap data ; events, as shoWn in one of the embodiments in FIG. 4; 

means for alloWing user/s to participate in exercise appa _ means for processing storing data generated under inter 
ratus based events, using “raW data”; ’ ’ active x events as shoWn here in one of the embodi 

means for letting user/s to participate in exercise events ments, in FIG- 4; 
usin exercise a aratus' . . . 

g pp ’ means for allowing users access to the interactive x events 

means for ?nding corelation betWeen cardiovascular data and data, Over the internet, logically Connected to Said 
generated by participant/s by changing certain param- means for processing, storing data, generated under 
eters; interactive x events as shoWn here in one of the 

_ _ _ _ embodiments, in FIG. 4; 
means for user/s to participate in local events organized 
by local entities, under interactive x events; means for alloWing user/s, in an unconnected environ 

. . . _ ment, to participate in interactive x events; 
means for allowing group/s to participate, in events orga 

niZed under interactive x events system; means for porting interactive x events data from stand 
. . . . alone exercise apparatus; 

means for participant/s to sign-up for exercise apparatus 
based events, as shoWn in one of the embodiments, in means for processing interactive x event data, generated 
FIG. 5, to said means for alloWing users to choose by stand alone exercise apparatus; 
different exercise functions, such as exercise data com 
parison, competition, Workout session, and participa 
tion in exercise data sampling sessions; 

means for alloWing user/s from any location to participate 
in interactive x events; and 

means for alloWing user/s to look at the output of inter 
active x events, connected to said means for alloWing 
users access to the interactive x events and data, over 

means for alloWing local entities to offer local exercise 
events as shoWn in one of the embodiments in FIG. 2; 

means for a sign up process for participant/s of exercise the internet_ 
events, on exercise apparatus, to Said means for Par‘ 2. The system and a method for providing an environment 
tiCipant/S to sign-up for exercise apparatus based for organizing interactive x events for users of exercise 
events, as shown in one of the embodiments> in FIG- 5> apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
and to said means for allowing users to Choose different for organiZing global interactive exercise events comprises 
exercise functions, such as exercise data comparison, a “interactive X events? 
competition, Workout session, and participation in . . . 3. The system and a method for providing an environment 
exercise data sampling sessions; for organiZing interactive x events for users of exercise 

means for executing programming logic and processing apparatus In accordance claim 1, Wherein Said means 
exercise data, Shown as in one of the embodiments, in for alloWing users to choose different exercise functions, 
FIG. 2, to said means for letting user/s to participate in Such as exercise data Comparison, Competition, Workout 
exercise events using exercise apparatus, and to Said session, and participation in exercise data sampling sessions 
means for alloWing users to choose different exercise Comprises a “@651 module? 
functions, such as exercise data comparison, competi- 4. The system and a method for providing an environment 
tion,Workout session, and participation in exercise data for organiZing interactive x events for users of exercise 
sampling sessions; apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
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for users to be able to participate in data comparison 
function comprises a “comparison”. 

5. The system and a method for providing an environment 
for organizing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for allowing user/s to participate in eXercise competition/s, 
using eXercise apparatus data comprises a “competition”. 

6. The system and a method for providing an environment 
for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for alloWing user/s to participate in Workout session, using 
exercise apparatus comprises a “Workout”. 

7. The system and a method for providing an environment 
for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for alloWing user/s to choose betWeen “pap data” based 
events and “raW data based” events, comprises a “pap event 
selector”. 

8. The system and a method for providing an environment 
for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for user/s to participate in eXercise apparatus based events, 
using “pap data” comprises a “pap data”. 

9. The system and a method for providing an environment 
for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for alloWing user/s to participate in eXercise apparatus based 
events, using “raW data” comprises a “raW data”. 

10. The system and a method for providing an environ 
ment for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for letting user/s to participate in eXercise events using 
eXercise apparatus comprises a “eces selector module”. 

11. The system and a method for providing an environ 
ment for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for ?nding corelation betWeen cardio-vascular data gener 
ated by participant/s by changing certain parameters com 
prises a “felts”. 

12. The system and a method for providing an environ 
ment for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for user/s to participate in local events organiZed by local 
entities, under interactive X events comprises a “local 
events”. 

13. The system and a method for providing an environ 
ment for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for alloWing group/s to participate, in events organiZed 
under interactive X events system comprises a “group 
events”. 

14. The system and a method for providing an environ 
ment for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for participant/s to sign-up for eXercise apparatus based 
events, as shoWn in one of the embodiments, in FIG. 5 
comprises a “client sign-up logic”. 

15. The system and a method for providing an environ 
ment for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for alloWing local entities to offer local eXercise events as 
shoWn in one of the embodiments in FIG. 2, comprises a 
local X events. 
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16. The system and a method for providing an environ 
ment for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for a sign up process for participant/s of eXercise events, on 
eXercise apparatus comprises a “said module”. 

17. The system and a method for providing an environ 
ment for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for eXecuting programming logic and processing eXercise 
data, shoWn as in one of the embodiments, in FIG. 2 
comprises a “las”. 

18. The system and a method for providing an environ 
ment for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for providing and storing user, and eXercise data comprises 
a “ldbs”. 

19. The system and a method for providing an environ 
ment for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for organiZing group X events betWeen groups, as shoWn 
here in one of the embodiments in FIG. 3 comprises a 
“group X events”. 

20. The system and a method for providing an environ 
ment for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for eXecuting program logic and processing eXercise data 
comprises a “gas”. 

21. The system and a method for providing an environ 
ment for organizing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for storing and providing user information and eXercise data, 
as shoWn here in one of the con?gurations of interactive X 
events comprises a “gdbs”. 

22. The system and a method for providing an environ 
ment for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for providing a Web environment for interactive X events, as 
shoWn in FIG. 3 comprises a “gWs”. 

23. The system and a method for providing an environ 
ment for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for user/s to be able to participate in global X events, as 
shoWn in one of the embodiments in FIG. 4 comprises a 
“global X event”. 

24. The system and a method for providing an environ 
ment for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for processing, storing data, generated under interactive X 
events as shoWn here in one of the embodiments, in FIG. 4 
comprises a “server banks”. 

25. The system and a method for providing an environ 
ment for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for alloWing users access to the interactive X events and data, 
over the internet, comprises a “Web site”. 

26. The system and a method for providing an environ 
ment for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for alloWing user/s, in an unconnected environment, to 
participate in interactive X events comprises a “uninte 
grated”. 

27. The system and a method for providing an environ 
ment for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
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for porting interactive X events data from stand alone 
exercise apparatus comprises a “data module”. 

28. The system and a method for providing an environ 
ment for organizing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for processing interactive X event data, generated by stand 
alone eXercise apparatus comprises a “computational 
device”. 

29. The system and a method for providing an environ 
ment for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for alloWing user/s from any location to participate in 
interactive X events comprises a “global environment”. 

30. The system and a method for providing an environ 
ment for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said means 
for alloWing user/s to look at the output of interactive X 
events comprises a “main Web page”. 

31. A system and a method for providing an environment 
for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus for facilititating and motivating people, to partici 
pate in interactive eXercise events, using eXercise apparatus 
comprising: 

a “interactive X events”, for organiZing global interactive 
eXercise events; 

a “ecsl module”, for alloWing users to choose different 
eXercise functions, such as eXercise data comparison, 
competition, Workout session, and participation in 
eXercise data sampling sessions; 

a “comparison”, for users to be able to participate in data 
comparison function; 

a “competition”, for alloWing user/s to participate in 
eXercise competition/s, using eXercise apparatus data; 

a “Workout”, for alloWing user/s to participate in Workout 
session, using eXercise apparatus; 

a “pap event selector”, for alloWing user/s to choose 
betWeen “pap data” based events and “raW data based” 
events; 

‘pap data”, for user/s to participate in eXercise apparatus 
based events, using “pap data”; 

‘raW data”, for alloWing user/s to participate in eXercise 
apparatus based events, using “raW data”; 

‘eces selector module”, for letting user/s to participate 
in eXercise events using eXercise apparatus; 

“felts”, for ?nding corelation betWeen cardiovascular 
data generated by participant/s by changing certain 
parameters; 

“local events”, for user/s to participate in local events 
organiZed by local entities, under interactive X events; 

a “group events”, for alloWing group/s to participate, in 
events organiZed under interactive X events system; 

“client sign-up logic”, for participant/s to sign-up for 
eXercise apparatus based events, as shoWn in one of the 
embodiments, in FIG. 5, to said “ECSL Module”; 

a local X events, for alloWing local entities to offer local 
eXercise events as shoWn in one of the embodiments in 
FIG. 2; 
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a “said module”, for a sign up process for participant/s of 
eXercise events, on eXercise apparatus, to said “Client 
Sign-up Logic”, and to said “ECSL Module”; 

a “las”, for eXecuting programming logic and processing 
eXercise data, shoWn as in one of the embodiments, in 
FIG. 2, to said “ECES Selector Module”, and to said 
“ECSL Module”; 

a “ldbs”, for providing and storing user, and eXercise data, 
logically connected to said “LAS”; 

a “group X events”, for organiZing group X events betWeen 
groups, as shoWn here in one of the embodiments in 
FIG. 3; 

a “gas”, for eXecuting program logic and processing 
eXercise data; 

a “gdbs”, for storing and providing user information and 
eXercise data, as shoWn here in one of the con?gura 
tions of interactive X events, logically connected to said 
“GASJ7; 

a “gWs”, for providing a Web environment for interactive 
X events, as shoWn in FIG. 3, logically connected to 
said “GDBS”, and logically connected to said “GAS”; 

a “global X event”, for user/s to be able to participate in 
global X events, as shoWn in one of the embodiments in 
FIG. 4; 

a “server banks”, for processing, storing data, generated 
under interactive X events as shoWn here in one of the 

embodiments, in FIG. 4; 

a “Web site”, for alloWing users access to the interactive 
X events and data, over the internet, logically connected 
to said “Server Banks”; 

a “unintegrated”, for alloWing user/s, in an unconnected 
environment, to participate in interactive X events; 

‘data module”, for porting interactive X events data from 
stand alone eXercise apparatus; 

a “computational device”, for processing interactive X 
event data, generated by stand alone eXercise appara 
tus; 

a “global environment”, for alloWing user/s from any 
location to participate in interactive X events; and 

a “main Web page”, for alloWing user/s to look at the 
output of interactive X events, connected to said “Web 
Site”. 

32. A system and a method for providing an environment 
for organiZing interactive X events for users of eXercise 
apparatus for facilititating and motivating people, to partici 
pate in interactive eXercise events, using eXercise apparatus 
comprising: 

a “interactive X events”, for organiZing global interactive 
eXercise events; 

a “ecsl module”, for alloWing users to choose different 
eXercise functions, such as eXercise data comparison, 
competition, Workout session, and participation in 
eXercise data sampling sessions; 

a “comparison”, for users to be able to participate in data 
comparison function; 
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a “competition”, for allowing user/s to participate in 
exercise competition/s, using exercise apparatus data; 

a “Workout”, for allowing user/s to participate in Workout 
session, using exercise apparatus; 

a “pap event selector”, for alloWing user/s to choose 
betWeen “pap data” based events and “raW data based” 
events; 

a “pap data”, for user/s to participate in exercise apparatus 
based events, using “pap data”; 

a “raW data”, for alloWing user/s to participate in exercise 
apparatus based events, using “raW data”; 

a “eces selector module”, for letting user/s to participate 
in exercise events using exercise apparatus; 

a “felts”, for ?nding corelation betWeen cardiovascular 
data generated by participant/s by changing certain 
parameters; 

a “local events”, for user/s to participate in local events 
organiZed by local entities, under interactive x events; 

a “group events”, for alloWing group/s to participate, in 
events organiZed under interactive x events system; 

a “client sign-up logic”, for participant/s to sign-up for 
exercise apparatus based events, as shoWn in one of the 
embodiments, in FIG. 5, to said “ECSL Module”; 

a local x events, for alloWing local entities to offer local 
exercise events as shoWn in one of the embodiments in 
FIG. 2; 

a “said module”, for a sign up process for participant/s of 
exercise events, on exercise apparatus, to said “Client 
Sign-up Logic”, and to said “ECSL Module”; 

a “las”, for executing programming logic and processing 
exercise data, shoWn as in one of the embodiments, in 
FIG. 2, to said “ECES Selector Module”, and to said 
“ECSL Module”; 

a “ldbs”, for providing and storing user, and exercise data, 
logically connected to said “LAS”; 
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a “group x events”, for organiZing group x events betWeen 
groups, as shoWn here in one of the embodiments in 
FIG. 3; 

a “gas”, for executing program logic and processing 
exercise data; 

a “gdbs”, for storing and providing user information and 
exercise data, as shoWn here in one of the con?gura 
tions of interactive x events, logically connected to said 
“GASJ7; 
‘gWs”, for providing a Web environment for interactive 
x events, as shoWn in FIG. 3, logically connected to 
said “GDBS”, and logically connected to said “GAS”; 

“global x event”, for user/s to be able to participate in 
global x events, as shoWn in one of the embodiments in 
FIG. 4; 

a “server banks”, for processing, storing data, generated 
under interactive x events as shoWn here in one of the 

embodiments, in FIG. 4; 

a “Web site”, for alloWing users access to the interactive 
x events and data, over the internet, logically connected 
to said “Server Banks”; 

“unintegrated”, for alloWing user/s, in an unconnected 
environment, to participate in interactive x events; 

a ‘data module”, for porting interactive x events data from 
stand alone exercise apparatus; 

“computational device”, for processing interactive x 
event data, generated by stand alone exercise appara 
tus; 

“global environment”, for alloWing user/s from any 
location to participate in interactive x events; and 

a “main Web page”, for alloWing user/s to look at the 
output of interactive x events, connected to said “Web 
Site”. 


